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It is generally agreed that Heinrich Sehiitz's Musikalische Exequien is among the most inspired of all his works. Schiitz himself thought highly enough of the Exequien that he had it published in 1636, and later assigned to it an opus number (op. 7), 1 a distinction he reserved for his most valued creations and attributed only once to an ad hoc composition. Ironically, though, the praise accorded Sehiitz's Exequien has come almost entirely from writers of this century, while in the seventeenth, as Werner Breig observes in a recent article, "Sehiitz's attempt to detach the work from its original purpose apparently found little resonance among his contemporaries .. ."
2 Did Schiitz at the height of his career completely misjudge contemporary tastes, or have we perhaps underestimated the importance of the Musikalische Exequien to Lutheran musicians of the seventeenth century?
Although there are no surviving prints of the complete work (which in itself bespeaks a modest publishing run), the Musikalische Exequien did not simply disappear without leaving some impression on German musicians of the seventeenth century. A surviving manuscript copy of the continuo part currently housed in the Biblioteka Gdanskâ suggests that at least the third movement was performed sometime in the seventeenth century.
3 Some if not all of the work was also heard at a funeral in 1645, evidenced by a surviving intabulation made of the first two movements by Johannes Simbracky, organist in Kirchdorf, Waralia (currently SpisSké Podhradie, Slovak Republic) from 1630 to 1657. 4 There is, moreover, the possibility of the Musikalische Exequien? % sphere of influence extending beyond transcriptions and performances of it during Schutz's lifetime. I would like to suggest in this study that the Exequien, in keeping with the Baroque tradition of musico-rhetorical imitatio, may in fact have been used posthumously as a model for another composer's work -namely, Michael Wiedemann's music composed for the funeral in 1693 of Sigismund Heinrich, Baron of Bibran and Modlau.
Before examining these works together, it may prove useful at the outset to sketch in some of the background to the composers and the compositions in question. As regards Heinrich Schûtz, who in 1636 was Hofkapellmeister in Dresden and Royal Danish Kapellmeister in Copenhagen, he is generally considered to be the most significant German composer of the seventeenth century -a view shared equally by Schutz's contemporaries. The three works comprising the Musikalische Exequien were composed by Schutz for thô funeral in February 1636 of his sovereign Prince Heinrich Posthumus von ReuB (1572 ReuB ( -1635 . Throughout his life, Heinrich Posthumus was well-known for hjs diplomatic skills, as a generous patron of the Church, education and the arts, and also as a proficient instrumentalist and singer. His long personal and professional association with Schutz began as early as 1617, at which time the Prince entrusted Schutz with the reorganization of the musical affairs of the court, school and town of Gera. 6 Perhaps the most striking detail about Heinrich Posthumus in view of the Musikalische Exequien is that the entire first movement of the work is based almost entirely on the Prince's own selection of scriptural and chorale texts which he secretly had inscribed on his coffin a year before his death.
In contrast to Schutz, rather little is known about the second composer, Michael Wiedemann. Born of peasant stock in Upper Lusatia in 1659, he was employed as pastor in Ossig near Liegnitz (currently Legnica, Poland) and subsequently at Schweidnitz (currently S widnica, Poland). 6 Better known for his literary than his musical production, Wiedemann was author of an invidious collection entitled Historisch-poetischer Gefangenschaften, published at Leipzig in 1689 and 1690. 7 Because of the calumnies against the Catholic Church perceived in these and perhaps other works by Wiedemann, the Jesuits conspired towards and eventually succeeded in having him expelled from his pastoral post. In 1702, he was appointed Superintendent by the Count of Stolberg-Wernigerode, where he also served in the capacity of senior and court preacher (Ober-und Hofprediger) . Wiedemann died at Stolberg on 1 September 1719.
Sigismund Heinrich, Baron of Bibran and Modlau, for whom Wiedemann's three pieces were composed, was born 26 February 1640. 8 Although there is little record of his earliest years, it is known that he spent a five-year period, most likely in the mid 1660s, travelling throughout western Europe, immersing himself in foreign customs and languages in preparation for his accession to the baronetcy. He married in 1669, subsequently fathered eighteen children, and at last, after a brief illness, passed away at the age of fifty-three on 14 September 1693, survived by two sons, four daughters and his wife of twenty-four years. Sigismund Heinrich's funeral was held almost three months later on 9 December. In the case of both Sigismund Heinrich and Heinrich Posthumus, it was in the course of the second of two funerary ceremonies that the principal commissioned music was performed. Aside from noticeable similarities of the circumstances that occasioned these works -both being commissioned for and performed at the concluding ceremonies of the funerals for the heads of two aristocratic and staunchly Lutheran households -the first salient compositional similarity one will notice is that both works are conceived in three discrete parts.
Of the approximately seven hundred entries for printed funeral music of the seventeenth century listed in RISM's Einzeldrilcke vor 1800 and in Wolfgang Reich's Threnodiae Sacrae, remarkably few, less than two percent of the total number of entries, identify groups of three ad hoc pieces by a single composer. In fact, the vast majority of composers of occasional music published in seventeenth-century Germany never wrote more than a single work for a funeral. A few, like Paul Hainlein of Nuremberg, regularly wrote pairs, but ad hoc funerary compositions in groups of three appeared only rarely. Schiitz's and Wiedemann's works can be seen to belong to an even more exclusive group when one considers that, of the known funerary works published in groups of three, almost half were written by the Nuremburg organist, Heinrich Schwemmer.
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Also noteworthy about these two works is the placement of the discrete parts within the funeral ceremony, the first item performed prior to the sermon, the second and third at the conclusion of the service. The opening work of the Musikalische Exequien, described by Schiitz as a "Concert in the form of a German funeral mass" (Concert in Form einer deutschen Begràbnis-Missa), is in many respects a work sui generis; it is exceptional in the literature in that it served liturgically at the opening of the service as an elided Introit and quasiMissa brevis. Because the text, form, and liturgical function of this work were determined almost entirely by Heinrich Posthumus and were thus closely identified with him, 10 it is perhaps understandable that Wiedmann chose instead to allow his opening movement, also identified as a concert, to precede the sermon in the traditional, non-liturgical sense. The placement of the second and third movements, on the other hand, deserves closer attention. In the case of Schutz's Exequien, it would have been customary for the service to draw to a close with a Collect and Benediction after the performance of the eight-voice polychoral motet setting of "Herr, wenn ich nur dich habe" (Psalm 73:25-26), which was sung after the sermon. Rather than following this familiar route, the choir, evidently with little or no pause, 11 commenced with the third-movement setting of "Herr nun làssest du deinen Diener in Frieden fahren" (Luke 2:29-32). Likewise with Wiedemann, and no less extraordinary,the second movement performed after the sermon proceeds, without pause, directly into the third movement, a setting of Luther's translation of the Latin Conswnmatum est, "Es ist vollbracht" (John 19:30) .
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In addition to the similarities in the number of component parts, their placement within the ceremony, and the unusual transition from the second to the third movements, there are certain features within individual movements that would suggest more than a coincidental resemblance between the two compositions. In looking at the two composers' treatment of the first movements, we must bear in mind that certain elements of style and musical language will have changed considerably in the fifty-eight years separating the two compositions. For instance, Schutz's modal work is strictly for voices with basso continuo, 14 whereas Wiedemann's tonal work also includes an array of stringed and wind instruments, a feature more consistent with concerto and cantata composition of the late seventeenth century. What is most striking is the two composers' use of alternating biblical and chorale texts. While the simultaneous singing of two different texts was not uncommon in German music of the Renaissance and Baroque, the technique of alternating biblical and chorale verses within a single work was apparently first practised by Schutz in the opening movement of the Musikalische Exequien} 4 The impulse for Schutz's writing in this way, of 11 According to Christoph Richter's Abdruck I Derer Sprûche Gottlicher Schrifft vnd Christlicher Kirchen Gesânge (Gera, 1636), written as a record of the ceremony and appended to the Leichenpredigt, the motet setting of the sermonic theme was sung "Nach der Predigt" and "Folgendsdarauff das Canticum Simeonis, Luc. 2." The Abdruck, catalogued as Stolberg Leichenpredigtensammlung Nr. 18709, ff. 43r-48r, is reproduced in facsimile in Graulich, "Kritischer Bericht," xlvi-1. 12 All three vocal groups share the text of the fifth verse in the second concert, which concludes "DaB ich mag frolich singen das Consummatum est" (That I might joyously sing the Consummation est). The second movements in both Schiitz's and Wiedemann's works are settings of the sermonic motto, and both are composed on a significantly larger scale than the first. Schiitz's setting of "Herr, wenn ich nur dich habe" is for two four-voice choirs (CATB, CATB). Wiedemann's is even more elaborate, written for three separate choirs: the first for ATB and two flutes, the second for SI-II and three viole da gamba, and the third for solo soprano and accompanying lutanist. Wiedemann's work is also more elaborate textually than the Exequien, continuing the pattern of alternating texts established in the first movement. While the first choir sings four Old and New Testament texts, the second choir is based on the sermonic motto "Ich werde nicht sterben, sondern leben" (Psalm 118:17), and the soloist sings the chorale text "Herzlich thut mich verlangen." Although the treatment of texts and musical styles differs here, there are still significant comparisons that can be drawn between the two. First, there is in each instance a noteworthy shift from a single choir in the first movement to multiple choirs in the second. Also, the second movement in each case carries the sermonic motto. Thus, while the two works in themselves would not be considered unusual as independent funerary motets, they acquire significance in the present context because they share certain qualities and because of their placement as the second item in an unusual grouping of three funerary compositions.
The third movements once again display some striking similarities. First of all, both composers employ two separate performing groups. In Schiitz's Exequien, the Chorus Primus is scored for (Semi)CATTB, the Chorus Secundus for two sopranos and a baritone. The concluding Beschlufi-Liedgen that concludes Wiedemann's triptych is likewise scored for one large vocal ensemble (CCATB) and a smaller performing group comprising, as in the preceding movement, a solo soprano and lutanist (see example 1). Secondly, the principal text used by Schiitz is the Canticle of Simeon (Luke 2:29-32), "Herr, nun làssest du deinen Diener in Frieden fahren" (Lord, now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace), the German translation of the traditional Nunc Dimittis. According to Scripture, Simeon,who came to know through the Holy Spirit that he would not die until he had seen the Lord's Messiah, sang this canticle upon seeing the child Jesus in the temple at Jerusalem. Wiedemann bases his work on the obvious alternative, the German translation of the Latin Consummatum est {John 19:30), "Es ist vollbracht" (It is finished). These, of course, were the last words uttered by the crucified Christ when he, like Simeon, was at last prepared to surrender his spirit.
Third and most striking about the concluding movements is the fact that both composers take pains to personify the deceased musically. While the textual and musical personification of the dead was not uncommon in seventeenth-century German funeral music, no other composer went to the extremes of Schiitz and Wiedemann. 16 In the case of Schiitz, Prince Heinrich Posthumus is portrayed by the Baritone in the small three-voiced Chorus Secundus. The two sopranos in this
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Example 1, mm. 10-13. concertato choir are labelled Seraphim I and II by Schiitz. While the larger Chorus Primus was to perform near the organ, the concertato Chorus Secundus was stationed in the distance ("in die Feme geordnet"), most likely hidden from the view of the congregation, an effective dramatic device used by Wiedemann's work is no less striking in assigning a physical dimension through the spatial deployment of the personifying voice. Whereas Schiitz had identified the personified Prince as the "Beata anima cum Seraphinis" (Blessed spirit with the seraphim), Wiedemann portrays the personified Baron as the "Seelen Stimme" (Voice of the Soul). Where Schiitz placed the deceased in the company of two angels (represented by two sopranos), Wiedemann likewise imparted a more heavenly tone by specifying in the score that the Voice of the Soul was to be accompanied by a lute -intended most likely to evoke in the mind of the listener the popular image in Renaissance and Baroque paintings of angel consorts. Corresponding to Schutz's directives in the last movement of having the Chorus Secundus perform in the distance are Wiedemann's own exacting instructions for the Seelen Stimme and lutanist likewise to perform from a remote, concealed position in the Baron's family vault ("... in der Grufft verdecket"). Although we are missing the piece of hard evidence that would demonstrate absolutely that Wiedemann based his music on Schiitz's Musikalische Exequien, there is ample circumstantial evidence to prompt us to accept Schiitz as a probable model. To summarize briefly, both works are among the very few concerted works of the dozen or so published funerary works of the seventeenth century to be composed in three discrete parts. The first movements are somewhat novel in that the texts consist of alternating biblical and chorale verses. The second are comparable in that both are polychoral (in contrast to the first movement) and consist of settings of the sermonic motto. The second movements, with seemingly little or no break, are followed by the third. And the third movements are highly unusual in that they are based on the two biblical texts which epitomize the resignation of the spirit; personify the deceased textually, musically and spatially; evoke an epiphanic vision through the accompanying heavenly voices or instrument; and conceal from view the musicians personifying the deceased.
Why would Wiedemann, in 1693, use Schiitz as a model? There are a number of plausible reasons. It was common practice throughout the Baroque for composers to borrow musical ideas from one another. In fact, we see from the 1979), 142. In his preface to the Historia, Schiitz writes: "It should be kept in mind that this History will be performed with better grace or effect if only the Evangelist is seen, the other personages and others remaining hidden.*' 18 Graulich, lxii. "... die Freude der abgeleibten Sehligen Seelen im Himmel / in Gesellschafft der Himmlischen Geister vnd heiligen Engel..." English trans, in Graulich, xl.
earliest baroque treatises on composition onward, as in the manuals written by Joachim Burmeister between 1599 and 1606, 19 that the practice of rhetorical imitatio, draping one's own compositions on the general scaffolding of a superior composer, was one of the principal means by which the novice learned his craft and mastered his art. Just as Wiedemann as a pastor would have learned the rhetoric of sermonic oratory of the Lutheran Church by analyzing and imitating some of the thousands of sermons published in the seventeenth century, 20 he as a composer would have acquired his knowledge of musical rhetoric by studying and emulating the best composers of his and earlier generations.
More specific to the occasion, one should also bear in mind the fact that Wiedemann was not primarily a composer by profession, let alone a composer accustomed to writing large-scale concerted works such as the ones he undertook to write for Sigismund Heinrich. He was known principally as a cleric, theologian and poet, and his other surviving musical works are modest Gesânge for one to three voices. For Wiedemann, Sigismund Heinrich's death probably signified one of the most important moments in his career, since as pastor he was responsible for writing the more than one hundred pages of funeral sermon, and possibly as well other parts of the published Leichenpredigt which included, among other things, another funerary oration, the Baron's curriculum vitae, and assorted poetry -this in addition to the seventy pages of music he composed. The arrangements for the ceremony itself no doubt occupied some of his time as well, and he would of course have had to continue during this time to perform his regular pastoral duties at the court. It therefore would not be surprising for Wiedemann, as an amateur composer under considerable pressure, to look for a suitable model. Schiitz would have been an obvious choice, since he was recognized throughout the seventeenth century as the most important and influential composer of Lutheran Church music and was still highly esteemed by German musicians at the end of the century. 21 The Musikalische Exequien would My aim in this study has been to postulate Heinrich Schiitz's Musikalische Exequien as a probable compositional model for three funerary works by Michael Wiedemann, based on comparisons of the similar circumstances which occasioned the compositions, on the identification of certain shared compositional procedures exclusive to these works, on possible professional motivations for Wiedemann's having used Schutz as a model, and, to some extent, on the logistics of publishing and geography which would have made the Exequien available to Wiedemann. While caution must be exercised in positing this relationship between the two works, one must be no less cautious when concluding, as others have, that a work such as the Musikalische Exequien is without resonance if the assumption is based solely on surviving period documents. In dealing with this repertoire one must bear in mind the severe rate of attrition sustained by prints and manuscripts over the last 350 years -even more so when they originate in an era when compositions were not habitually saved for posterity and in a land which has suffered more than most the ravages of time. The manuscript copy of the continuo part for the third movement of Schiitz's Exequien and the organ tablature of the first two movements mentioned earlier in this paper have themselves survived against staggering odds. Similarly, of a minimum publishing run of perhaps 75 to 100 copies of Wiedemann's music for Sigismund Heinrich, two complete prints survive -and these only because they happened to find their way into anthologies of funeral sermons (Leichen- was employed more than 500 kilometres away from Dresden. Gdansk, where the copy of the basso continuo part of the Exequien is found, is also well in excess of 500 kilometres from Dresden.
predigtensammlungen). 24 If that one page of continuo in Gdansk had gone the way of the remaining continuo and vocal parts, if Simbracky's organ tablature had been simply discarded after the performance in 1645, if Wiedemann's music had been excised from the anthology and lost (as was frequently the case with this repertoire) or only partly preserved, we would have no evidence at all of the Exequien's influence. Even if one percent or less of the prints, copies, transcriptions and imitations has survived the seventeenth century, we should still be able to suggest with reason that Schutz's Musikalische Exequien -however modestly -attracted more interest and enjoyed greater popularity than modern scholarship has hitherto permitted.
Abstract
Heinrich Schutz's Musikalsche Exequien (SWV 279-81), written for the funeral of Prince Heinrich Posthumus von ReuB in 1636, is generally regarded as one of his finest works. Oddly, though, the praise accorded the composition has come almost entirely from critics of the last fifty years, while it is thought to have had negligible resonance in the seventeenth century. The present article suggests that the Exequien may in fact have been used as a model for three compositions by Michael Wiedemann in 1693. Based on comparisons of the circumstances which occasioned the works, on the identification of numerous shared compositional processes exclusive to these works in the seventeenthcentury funerary repertory, on certain professional motivations, and on the logistics of publishing and geography which would have made the Exequien available to Wiedemann, it becomes possible to suggest with reason that Schutz's Musikalische Exequien was not without influence in baroque Germany.
